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Conformational analysis of the branched RNA systems (1)-(4) using variable-temperature 600 MHz proton and 223
MHz phosphorus-31 n.m.r. spectroscopy revealed that (i),generation of a lariat structure, typical for Group II and
nuclear messenger RNA splicing, can occur with preservation of the A-geometry of the RNA strand; (ii),mimicry of
the lariat branch site requires the presence of a t least one nucleotide linked to the 5’-site of the branch point [as in
tetramer (2) and heptamer (4)], since the absence of this nucleotide [as in trimer (1) and pentamer (3)]results in an
unnatural molecular conformation which is largely dominated by adenine 2’-5‘ guanine base stacking.

RNA splicing entails excision of non-coding fragments
(introns) from pre-messenger RNA, and subsequent ligation
of coding fragments (exons) to form a functional messenger
RNA as a template for protein biosynthesis.1 In the case of
Group I1 or nuclear messenger RNA splicing, the introns are
released as lariat structures.* Chemical and enzymatic analyses of these lariats have shown that the branch point is
inevitably adenosine (A), which is linked to guanosine (G) via
a 2’-5‘ phosphodiester, and to cytidine (C) or uridine (U) via a
3’-5’ phosphodiester group. As the first phase in answering
the question why RNA lariats are formed in splice reactions,

we have recently synthesized a variety of branched RNA
models.3 For some of these systems on the trimer and tetramer
level, the conformational properties in solution were studied
using high field n.m.r. and circular dichroism.4-6 In this
communication, we report the first results of a structural
comparison of the branched tri-, tetra-, penta-, and hepta-mer
RNAs (1)-(4), which correspond to the branch site of the
Group I1 intron b l l from yeast mitochondria (cf. Figure 1).
Structural information was obtained from high field variable
temperature proton (600 MHz), and phosphorus-31 (223
MHz) n. m. r . spectroscopy.
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Table 1. Experimental values of J1,2pat different sample temperatures for the branch point (A), and the 2’-5’ linked G residue in (3)
and (4)7aalong with the calculated populations of the North ribose conformation north)] and ratios x(North)/x(South) . b

TPC
4
20
40
60
80

J1,z,/Hzc

A-residue
x(North)/%

4.92
5.21
5.47
5.48
5.46

42
38
34
34
34

x( North)/
G-residue
x( South)
J ~ ’ ~ J / H z ~ x ( North)/%
Compound (3)

0.73
0.62
0.52
0.52
0.52

x( North)/
x(South)

4.33
4.62
4.71
4.80
4.96

51
47
45
44
42

1.04
0.88
0.83
0.79
0.72

5.48
5.52
5.71
5.88
6.04

34
34
31
28
26

0.52
0.52
0.44
0.39
0.35

Compound (4)
8
20
40
60
80

-d

2.40
3.20
3.39
4.07

-

-

79
68
65
55

3.85
2.09
1.85
1.22

a These data are a selection of all available information; J1,2,
was actually measured at temperature intervals of 5 “C. Formula used:
x(North) = 100 x [Jl,,,(exp) - Jlr2,(South)]/[J1,2~(North)- J1,,,(South)]. With J 1 t 2 r ( N ~ r t h )= 1.0 Hz, and .Ilf2,(South) = 7.8 Hz, the relation x(North) = 100 X [7.8 - J1,2f(exp)]/6.8is obtained. c The accuracy of J1,,‘values is estimated to
be 0.03 Hz (spectral window 2000 Hz, 64 K data points). The spectra were recorded on the Bruker AM 600 spectrometer of the Dutch National
high-field n.m.r. facility at Nijmegen. Sample temperature was controlled using a carefully calibrated thermocouple system with an accuracy of
1“C.d Could not be determined accurately owing to severe spectral crowding.
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Concerning proton n.m.r. analysis, we have restricted
ourselves to the resonances which could be assigned unequivocally for all 4 systems. These are the doublets of Hl(A) and
Hlr(G), and the singlets of H8(G), H2(A), and H8(A). From
the signals of HIf(A)and Hll(G) we determined the spin-spin
coupling constants J1f21(Table 1). These parameters provided
essential information on the conformation of the respective
ribose rings, which are involved in a rapid C2(-endo 2
C3e-endo equilibrium. Figure 2 shows the ratio x(C3’-endo)l
~ ( C 2 ~ - e n dfor
o ) the ribose ring at the branch point, plotted as a
function of temperature. The data points of trimer (l)4 and
pentamer (3) practically fit in the same curve, showing that a
preference exists for C2-endo ribose. The data for tetramer
(2)s and heptamer (4), on the other hand, reveal a conformational bias towards C3r-endo ribose; raising the sample
temperature leads to a clearly diminished preference for
C3f-endo. It should be mentioned that the systems (1)-(4)
show virtually the same ribose conformation for the G-residue
[slight preference for C2I-endo;4.5 data on (3) and (4) not
shown].
Figure 3 shows the chemical shift (6) versus temperature
profiles of H8(G), Hz(A), and H8(A) measured for (3) and
(4). Comparison with the data on ( l ) 4 and (2)s again shows a
close resemblance for the systems (1) and (3) [slightly
decreasing 6H,(A) and markedly increasing 6H2(A) profiles]
on one hand, and (2) and (4) [moderately increasing 6-profiles
for H,(G), H2(A), and H8(A)] on the other hand. At this
point, we recall previous experiments on (1) and related
branched trimer systems.4 Primarily on the basis of 6 versus
temperature profiles, it was deduced that adenine 2 ’ 4 ’
guanine base stacking actually dictates the conformation of
trimer systems.4 By contrast, tetramer (2) and other tetramers
showed an A RNA geometry with U3’-5’A3’-5’U base
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Figure 1. Structure of the branch site of Group I1 and nuclear
messenger RNA spliced lariat introns.

stacking and a more or less free (i. e. unstacked) guanine base.5
We can now conclude that adenine 2‘-5’ guanine base stacking
also has a great impact on the conformation of pentamer (3).
Mutatis mutandis, heptamer (4) most probably assumes an A
RNA helical structure dominated by C3’-5’U3’-5’A3’5’U3’-5’C stacking and a dangling G3’-5’U side chain.
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Figure 2. Ratio x(C3,-endo)/x(Czg-endo)
for (1) (0),
(2) ( O ) ,(3) (M),
and (4) (a),plotted as a function of the sample temperature.
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Evidence in support of these conclusions was inferred from
variable temperature 31P n.m.r. spectroscopy focused on the
resonances of the A2’-5’G and A3‘-5’U phosphodiester
groups.7 For pentamer (3), it was found that the parameter
A6(31P), i.e., the difference between 6(31P) values at 8 and
85 OC,7 amounts to 0.63 and 0.28 p.p.m. for the 2’-5’ and 3’-5’
phosphate groups, respectively. This implies that the 2’-linked
phosphate is far more constrained than the 3‘-linked phosphate,7 consistent with adenine 2’-5’ guanine base stacking, as
was also deduced from the proton n.m.r. analysis (videsupra).
For the heptamer (4), only the A2’-5’G phosphate resonance
could be assigned; the corresponding A6(31P) was found to be
0.38 p.p.m. Since this value is even lower than the value of
0.50 p.p.m. measured previously for tetramer (2),7 we
conclude that the 2’-linked phosphate is relatively flexible,
i.e., there is no apparent adenine 2’-5’ guanine stacking in the
heptamer system. This fits with the A RNA geometry which
was proposed on the basis of proton n.m.r. data (vide supra).
The present results show for the first time that formation of
a lariat via generation of a branch with an A2’-5’G phosphodiester linkage (as in Group I1 or nuclear messenger RNA
splice reactions) can occur without substantial distortion of the
conformation around the branch point. In order to mimic the
branch, it is apparently necessary to have at least one
nucleotide linked to the 5’-site of the branch point. Thus,
tetramer (2) is a representative model for the local conformation of the branch, whereas pentamer (3) is not. Comparing
pentamer (3) with tetramer (Z), we are faced with the
remarkable fact that a larger fragment of the naturally
occurring branched system provides a poorer picture of the
molecular structure. Of course, the heptamer (4) must be
regarded as the best available model. Spectroscopic studies in
order to solve the molecular conformation of this system in
detail are currently in progress.
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Figure 3. Chemical shift (6) versus temperature profiles for Hg(G),
H2(A), and H8(A), measured for (3) and (4). (3): H8(G) (O),H2(A)
( 0 1 7 &(A) (0);
(4):
H2(A)
H8(A> (a).
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